THE SPORADIC PRAETOR-INQUISITOR
HITCHCOCK'S SECOND LEAST RELIABLE NEWS SOURCE

DAILY! SOMETIMES!

FIVE (10) CENTS!

AARON SPACE REMOVED FROM OFFICE!


Dastardly Spaniards suspected!


LIKE AARON SPACE´S POLITICAL CAREER, THE U.S.S MAINE WAS DESTROYED BY INSIDIOUS SPANIARDS!

Green Room, HI. In a scandal unprecedented since the birth of our fair nation, a beloved
voice of the people was forced from his seat just three weeks shy of the midterm elections. Aaron
Space, the firstterm representativeatlarge from Section II, has not been seen since he was
interrupted at the podium by two hefty men who appeared inexplicably on the floor of the house,
stuffed him into a burlap sack, and installed a puppet representative in his place.
Little is known about this interloper, one Levi Foster, save for his diminutive stature, but this
publication managed to acquire a highly confidential roll of toilet paper listing his numerous
deficiencies, most of which seem to be highly correlated with the aforementioned lack of height. As
the nation still reels from the loss of its champion, enemies of the state have attempted to prevent
investigation into the circumstances of his disappearance through the welloiled cogs of their
formidable political machines. But don't trust them! Let not that damned Iberophile President Harris
and his cronies trample flag of our fair nation underfoot! Remember the Maine! See Space, pg. 6



INSIDE:
Breaking News: Vice Presidents are Apathetic!
HARC Representatives swimming in a sea of unspent dollars!
John Bobka elected to Missionary Position!
Condom Usage plummets! Experts warn of massive population spike!
PSAC: Our representative forgets to go to the only meeting of the year!
Hitchcock loses in Broomball! Days of Athletic supremacy are numbered, say commentators!
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THE SPORADIC PRAETOR-INQUISITOR
HITCHCOCK'S SECOND LEAST RELIABLE NEWS SOURCE

DAILY! SOMETIMES!

FIVE (10) CENTS!

HOUSE BUDGET SQUANDERED ON JELLO!

NO FUNDS REMAIN FOR LASERPOWERED ARMAMENTS!


THE U.S. NOVA MAINE WAS DESTROYED BY CYLARIANS, THE GALACTIC EQUIVALENTS OF SPANIARDS!

Section I, HI.  In yet another scandal unprecedented since the birth of our fair nation, a vile
cabal of peaceniks led by one M. Falkowitz scorned the threat of an extraterrestrial invasion when
they diverted hundreds of dollars slated for the development of powerful laserpowered “tag rifles” to
socalled “jello,” a green substance that will enable the people of Hitchcock to pretend they have
killed aliens, while the real intergalactic menace still lurks in the shadow of Alpha Centauri.
Cullen Seaton, formerly of the Department of Defense, has made known his plans to develop
the guns himself with whatever funds he can scrounge up, and start a vigilante army properly
equipped to deal with the aliens when they arrive. Citizens of Hitchcock, if ye be men and not lily
livered lasses, join him! Do your country proud! Remember the Nova Maine! See Lasers, pg. 8



OUTSIDE:
Read Sam Spiegel´s email and take a survey about the house! Win 100 dollars for Hitchcock!
Read the Shady Dealer, a finer publication than this!
Malika will lead a trip to Ice Skating! Unheard of!
Graham will be playing in a String Quintet on the 29th! Scandalous!
Do your patriotic duty and vote on TShirts, or be prepared to hang your head in shame when the
House chooses the worst design!
The Secretary doesn't know what he is doing! He has resorted to gimmicks like “old newspaper
font” to sell minutes! He can't even figure out how to format a Word document to look like a
newspaper! Read all the juicy details in the next Sporadic PraetorInquisitor!

